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Ambientada en Carolina del Sur en 1964, La vida secreta de las abejas es la historia de Lily Owens,

cuya vida ha sido formada alrededor del recuerdo confuso de la tarde en que su madre fue

asesinada. Cuando Rosaleen, la bravÃa madre postiza negra de Lily, insulta a tres de las

personas mÃ¡s racistas del pueblo, Lily decide que ambas deben ser libres. Ellas escapan a

TiburÃ³n, Carolina del Sur, un pueblo que guarda el secreto del pasado de su madre. Alojadas por

un excÃ©ntrico trÃo de hermanas negras apicultoras, Lily es introducida al fascinante mundo de

las abejas y la miel, y a la Virgen Negra. Esta es una novela notable sobre el poder divino

femenino, una historia que las mujeres compartirÃ¡n y pasarÃ¡n a sus hijas por generaciones.
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This is the Spanish text edition of the New York Times best selling novel, "The Secret Life of Bees".

It is a beautifully written, coming of age story, set in rural South Carolina in 1964 against the back

drop of the civil rights movement. It is the touching story of a young white girl, fourteen year old Lily

Owens, whose mother died in a tragic accident when Lily was about four. Lily lives with her father, a

harsh man with whom no love is lost, on a peach farm outside Sylvan, South Carolina. Her mother's

death stands between them.Neglected by her father, Lily is brought up by Rosaleen, a big-hearted

black woman, who loves Lily and whom Lily loves. Yet, hers is a lonely existence, compounded by

her unquenched thirst for information about her mother, Deborah. All she has left of her mother are

some cloudy memories and a box containing a few mementos, among them a picture of a Black



Madonna, inscribed with the words, "Tiburon, S.C."When Rosaleen goes into town to register to

vote, she feels empowered by the passing of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and has a run-in with the

town's three biggest racists, resulting in Rosaleen being taken into custody. Lily arranges for her to

break free. Together, they seek sanctuary in Tiburon, South Carolina, where Lily discovers the

mystery of the Black Madonna.Taken in by a trio of middle-aged black women who are sisters, as

well as beekeepers, Lily is introduced to the secret life of bees and begins to learn some important

life lessons. She also learns something about her mother and finds love where she least

expected.This is simply a beautifully realized novel, written in a true Southern voice by a wonderful

writer with a story to tell. It is little wonder that this compelling book has received so many

accolades. It is a stunning fiction debut by the author.
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I was so enamored by the description of this book in both English and Spanish when I was looking

for sewing, knitting, and crochet books for my women relatives in Mexico who are often alone long



periods while their husbands work contracts in the US doing various things such as planting pines

and electrical work. When I visited I realized they could do many crafts but had limits on their

knowledge as to what to make and do such that they often bought kits. So I decided to look at  who

has always pleased me with their selection of books in English and Spanish for books to help them

learn when  suggested this book when I was looking around. My sister in laws are so excited to get

a good reading book in Spanish that is a novella. The life is nice there a bit hot, a bit

underdeveloped as when they first moved to this town there were only 3 houses and 300 houses

now does not support much entertainment such that they have to look for entertainment such as

DVD's, and music CD's we were sending to them for awhile. I never thought before to send them

Novels and I am so pleased that  suggested this excellent book to me. I want to thank everyone

who did such excellent reviews on this book both in Spanish and English along with whomever

decided to translate it to Spanish that I chose to purchase this along with sewing books. It came in

excellent new condition for an excellent price and I read enough to know it is an excellent book for a

gift idea in Spanish and English. Thanks to  and all it's sellers along with people who took time to do

excellent reviews because we were very very pleased with this book.
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